PLASTIC RECYCLER GOES GREENER BY SWAPPING TO AC DRIVES
Maintenance costs have been reduced significantly at a plastic recycling plant by replacing the DC drive on the
critically important compounder with a variable speed AC system.
The state of the art recycling plant, opened in 2004, converts discarded plastic into high density polyethylene
(HDPE) pellets, which are used for manufacturing a range of heavy duty products such as civil engineering pipes,
marine buoys, equipment for the agricultural and construction sectors and artificial grass.
The motor driving the main compounder, like all DC motors, required regular maintenance for brush wear and
refurbishment of the armature. This proved to be a major task that was also disruptive to production, so the site
engineers decided to explore possibilities for switching to a brushless AC motor and asked Newton Tesla (Electric
Drives) for some specialist support. This Warrington-based company specialises in supplying large drive packages,
usually up to 1,000kW and based on an AC motor and inverter to give variable speed capability.
Newton Tesla engineers developed a proposal that would provide the necessary low speed torque operating
characteristic, while the robust reliability reduced the regular maintenance requirement.
"We included a Mitsubishi inverter in the design, as this would contribute to a substantial reduction in power
consumption and would further enhance the environmental credentials of the recycling plant," recalls George
Newton, managing director of the drives engineering company. "And of course there were significantly reduced
energy bills as well as the maintenance savings."
George recalls that traditionally DC solutions were used for low speed applications, such as compounders and
extruders, but as inverter technology has developed AC has moved more and more into favour.
"The AC drive package we proposed would require no ongoing maintenance work other than routine bearing
lubrication."
George paired a 400kW 6 pole motor with an 866Amp inverter as the core of the drive system, the latter being a
740 series Mitsubishi Electric variable frequency unit.
The 740 inverters are often referred to as 'pump and fan drives', as this is a major application area for them.
However they are equally appropriate for other duties, where their ability to enhance the energy balance of the
driven machine can generate energy savings of 60 percent or more.
"If there is a volumetric flow involved – of air, gas, liquid or molten plastic – energy savings are proportional to
the cube of the difference between operating speed and maximum speed," George explains. "A compounder or
extruder runs way below its maximum speed the vast majority of the time, so to the energy savings are
considerable."
Additional savings are made possible by Mitsubishi Electric's innovative OEC (Optimum Excitation Control)
technology. This system ensures that the optimum magnetic flux is always applied to the motor, thus reducing
losses. The result is maximum utilisation of motor capacity at maximum efficiency.
"Energy prices have gone up and up in recent years and are expected to continue to do so. Any plant operator
still using DC drives is well-advised to think about swapping to an inverter-fed AC solution," advises George. "This
will produce immediate saving in power bills, reduce maintenance and can be integrated with plant-wide energy
management controls systems."
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About Mitsubishi Electric
With 90 years of experience in providing reliable, high-quality products to both corporate clients and general
consumers all over the world, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation is a recognized world leader in the manufacture,
marketing and sales of electrical and electronic equipment used in information processing and communications,
space development and satellite communications, consumer electronics, industrial technology, as well as in
products for the energy sector, water and waste water, transportation and building equipment.
With around 117.000 employees the company recorded consolidated group sales of 36,3 billion Euro* in the
fiscal year ended March 31, 2012.
Our sales offices, research & development centres and manufacturing plants are located in over 30 countries.
Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Industrial Automation – UK Branch is located in Hatfield, United Kingdom. It is a part
of the European Factory Automation Business Group based in Ratingen, Germany which in turn is part of
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan.
The role of Industrial Automation – UK Branch is to manage sales, service and support across its network of local
branches and distributors throughout United Kingdom.
*Exchange rate 109,56 Yen = 1 Euro, Stand 31.3.2012 (Source: Deutsche Bundesbank)
Further Information:
Website: http://automation.mitsubishielectric.co.uk
Email: automation@meuk.mee.com
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